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FERRARESE DEL BENE EXEMPLIFIED THROUGH FOUR MOZART ARIAS
MAJOR PROFESSOR: Dr. Douglas Worthen
Adriana Ferrarese del Bene played Susanna in the 1789 revival of Le Nozze di
Figaro in Vienna, for which Mozart rewrote both arias sung by the character. She later
became the soprano who premiered the role of Fiordiligi in Così fan tutte. In both
instances, Mozart carefully considered the vocal abilities of Ferrarese when composing
the arias for Susanna and Fiordiligi, including Ferrarese's powerful chest voice, ability to
negotiate large leaps, and agility. Through melodic analysis of the four arias Mozart
wrote specifically for her voice, an understanding of Mozart's ideal sound is apparent.
Musical examples from each of the four arias are included to demonstrate specific
moments in which Mozart highlight's Ferrarese's strengths.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Le#Nozze#di#Figaro, originally
premiered at the Burgtheater in Vienna in 1786. The production was such a huge success that
the Emperor requested that it be done at his palace theater in Laxenburg. Also, late in the same
year, a company in Prague produced the opera with rave reviews as well. However, it was not
until August 1789 that the revival of Figaro took place in Vienna at the Burgtheater, and with
some changes in casting. Adriana Ferrarese del Bene replaced Nancy Storace, who played
Susanna in the 1786 production, and not only had drastically different vocal and dramatic
capabilities, but was also a love interest of the librettist, Lorenzo Da Ponte. Because of her
varying vocal strengths, Mozart composed two new arias to replace those sung by Susanna in the
original score. In a letter to his wife in mid1

Despite the change in arias, Vienna audiences loved the revised Figaro#which the new cast
performed eleven times in 1789, fourteen times in 1790 and three times in 1791.2
Vienna revival was in part due to the
demands of Adriana Ferrarese del Bene, but mostly because Mozart felt strongly about
composing music that suited individual voices. In a letter to his father, Leopold, Mozart stated,
like a well-

1

3

Leopold later wrote to his wife about

Robert Spaethling, ed. and trans.,
(New
York: W. W. Norton and Company, 2000), 415.
2
David Cairns, Mozart#and#His#Operas (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2006),
176 and Tim Carter, W.#A.#Mozart:#Le#Nozze#di#Figaro#(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1987), 126.
3
Patricia Lewy Gid
Cambridge#
Opera#Journal 8, no. 3 (Nov. 1996): 202, http://www.jstor.org/stable/823812.

2

4

It was not uncommon in

the theatre realm to make changes and substitutions to a production after its premiere, especially

arias to enhance her stature as a virtuoso singer.5
Un#moto#di#gioia

Venite,#inginocchiatevi
Deh#vieni#non#tardar,#o#gioia#bella

comparison to Nancy Storace who had originally played Susanna in 1786, Mozart chose instead
to highlight the vocal qualities of Ferrarese. In a letter to his wife dated August 1789 Mozart
se, I think, if
only she is capable of performing it naively, which, however, I very much doubt. She was very
6

Lorenzo Da Ponte backed Ferrarese on her instance of new arias

because of their romantic relations. In his memoirs, Da Ponte wrote,
nevertheless made it a very solemn rule of my life never to flirt with actresses,
and for the more than seven years I had the strength to resist every temptation,
and observe my rule rigorously. But at last, to my misfortune, there came a
singer, who without having great pretensions to beauty, delighted me first of all
for her voice; and thereafter, she showing great propensity toward me, I ended by
7
falling in

4
5

Carter, W.#A.#Mozart:#Le#Nozze#di#Figaro, 126.

6

The#Musical#Times 132, no. 1786 (Dec, 1991): 601,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/965791.
7
Elisabeth Abbott, trans., Memoirs#of#Lorenzo#Da#Ponte (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1929), 184-185.

3
The texts for both of the rewritten Susanna arias are thought to be written by Da Ponte, and
because of the favors she performed for him, Ferrarese was well paid in return.8
After the success of Le#Nozze#di#Figaro, Mozart and Da Ponte undertook another
collaborative project, completing Così#fan#tutte in 1790. Adrianna Ferrarese del Bene premiered
as the leading lady, Fiordiligi, at the Burgtheater in Vienna. Already being familiar with her
vocal strengths after working with her for the Vienna revival of Figaro, Mozart capitalized on
her abilities to a greater extent in his new opera.9

Al#desio#di#
10

It most closely resembled

Per#pietà,#ben#mio,#perdona
form commonly used by Mozart and other composers in arias for Ferrarese.11 The first of
Così#fan#tutte Come#scoglio

l line.12

Come#scoglio
introduction, wide leaps and plenty of coloratura.13
that stereotype. Her most prominent vocal features included her powerful lower register, ability
to negotiate large vocal leaps, and precision in her agility to maneuver fast and sustained
melismatic passages.14 Lorenzo Da Ponte, being slightly biased because of his romantic

8

(London: Oxford
University Press, 1913), 198.
9
Cairns, Mozart#and#His#Operas, 193.
10
Carter, W.#A.#Mozart:#Le#Nozze#di#Figaro, 126.
11
Page and
12

, ed. Eric Crozier (London:

Morrison and Gibb Ltd., 1945), 35.
13
Dent,
#A#Critical#Study, 198.
14

Mozart#and#His#Operas, 193.
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relations with Ferrarese, described

Through analysis of

Fiordiligi. By comparing the early arias Mozart wrote for the Vienna revival to the arias sung by

clear. Understanding her assets more definitely after her performance in the the revival of Le#
Nozze#di#Figaro allowed Mozart to fully exploit her virtuosic capabilities in Così#fan#tutte.
CHAPTER 2

Al#desio#di#chi#

Figure 1

Un#moto#di#gioia
expands the range down to B3 shown in figure 2.
15

Abbott, Memoirs#of#Lorenzo#Da#Ponte, 185.

n the same way, but Mozart again

5
Figure 2

repeated use of B3, A#3 and A3 in both of F

Come#scoglio

descends to Bb3 eight times, several being notes longer than two beats (see figure 3), and to A3
twice (see figures 4 and 5).
Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5

Per#pietà,#ben#mio,#perdona
eleven instances of B3 occurring in the aria, one A#3 and two A3s. To further utilize the power
voice, Mozart writes many of them on accented beats and strong
word syllables (see figures 6 and 7). A fermata over the final A3 in the aria gives Ferrarese one

6
last chance to showcase her chest voice capabilities before the conclusion of the aria (see figure
8).
Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Not only did Ferrarese have a substantive lower register and chest voice, she also known
for her ability to vocally negotiate large leaps, many of which are over an octave. Mozart
features this attribute in his arias for Ferrarese, and while there are fewer examples of this
technique in the rewritten Susanna arias, it was not ignored completely. The melodic content in
Al#desio#di#ch
amount of time, shown in figure 9.
Figure 9

7
Un#moto#di#gioia
an octave (see figure 10).
Figure 10

Come#scoglio includes leaps of
over an octave between syllables in a single word making it unacceptable to breathe between the
register shift. In the opening phrases of the aria, Mozart writes two of the largest leaps in the
whole piece one right after another, the first being a 10th and the second a 12th (see figure 4).
Per#pietà,#ben#mio,#perdona
Come#scoglio
in one instance, a leap of a 12th on one syllable (see figure 14).
Figure 11

Figure 12

8
Figure 13

Figure 14

Mozart exemplifies the last defining feature of Ferra
through long melismatic passages which span her entire range and carry over several bars. The

five full measures (see figure 1). Extending the range by a half step and length by two measures,
Come#scoglio
rhythmic content as well as melodic construction. Where as figure 1 shows a passage more
scalar

Come#scoglio

kind of agility from Ferrarese. The basic melodic theme, a series of thirds, steps and triads
(figure 16) is ornamented with neighbor tones in a triplet rhythm. In order for each pitch to be
heard accurately at the tempo marking of più#allegro
great precision to cleanly distinguish each of the neighbor tones from the pitches outlining the
melodic phrase.

9
Figure 15

Figure 16

Per#pietà,#ben#mio,#perdona

phrase of the aria contains a melisma that begins scalar and ascends in a triad spanning two
Come#scoglio
singing ascending triads requires more refined technique to achieve the same level of pitch
accuracy as scalar passages.
Figure 17

CHAPTER 3
CONCLUSION
Studying the literature written for specific singers leads to greater insight on the type of
voice intended to sing a particular role. To quote Anthony P. Radford in his article about

10
Francesco Benucci, the baritone for whom Mozart wrote the role of Figaro, Radford stated,

16

This kind of study has larger implications for singers, teachers and musical directors. Because
Mozart concerned himself with writing arias that fit individual voices, contemporary artists can
construct a fairly accurate description of the voice Mozart intended through analyzation of
specific arias. Any soprano singing the role of Fiordiligi must have a consistent tone throughout
her entire range, including a powerful lower extension. With these vocal demands there must
also be fluidity and agility in a voice that moves quickly and expansively in a short amount of

teacher toward a singer who possess the same vocal qualities as Adrianna Ferrarese del Bene.

indicate the quality of the sound Mozart expected for the character. There may not be recordings
of Ferrarese premiering the role of Fiordiligi, but analysis of the melodic content in her arias

16

Journal#
of#Singing:#The#Official#Journal#of#the#National#Association#of#Teachers#of#Singing 66, no. 3
(Jan.-Feb. 2010): 281.
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